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The Drinking Hall



ISSUE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Pete ‘PK’ Barfield EDITORIAL PANEL Curt Campbell Andrew ‘Loki’ Saunders Evan Hughes Kevin Howroyd Michael ‘Millsy’ Mills Pete ‘PK’ Barfield Sidney Roundwood Simon Miller Tamsin Piper DESIGN & PRODUCTION Michael ‘Millsy’ Mills ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE Pete ‘PK’ Barfield CARTOONIST Iron Mitten Wargame Bloggers Quarterly (WBQ) is free and published approximately every three months. All content and images remain the copyright of contributing author. No responsibility is assumed for statements made by contributing authors, the editorial panel or the editor-in-chief. Wargame Bloggers Quarterly is 100% advertising-free and will always remain so. This allows us to remain impartial and fair in all articles and content.



Welcome to Issue Three of the Wargame Bloggers Quarterly and I hope you enjoy this edition as much as the last two issues. It has been an interesting journey for me, taking over the Editor-inChief’s duties and in fact joining in the fun of this eZine. Last year has been a rather stressful one for me with my wife, the beloved Mrs PK, being diagnosed with Thyroid Cancer and the treatment afterwards. It’s okay, she is all clear now, but my hobby has been a great help and source of comfort for me, as have my fellow bloggers. Who would have ever thought that painting and playing with toy soldiers would have been a source of comfort in times like that but it was and still is. So what’s the point of this? Let me explain... I do a rather specialise in one area of wargaming, namely Very British Civil War and now the Dark Ages. I was happy doing this and posting my thoughts, illustrations and creations on my blog until I meet up with some other bloggers and realised that there was a bloggers community out there and not just me posting to the ether. When I was invited to join and help with this eZine I have to say I was chuffed to bits but didn’t really have a clue what it might involve. Now enjoying my time as Editor-in-Chief for this issue it has given me the time to have a look around another peoples blogs and I was pleasantly surprised with the depth of knowledge out there, the informed opinions, the research fellow bloggers put in and of course the pictures. So chaps and ladies too, thanks for your blogs, I have enjoyed them greatly. This issue has included some of my favourite bits out there and I am happy to bring them to your attention. I sincerely hope that you enjoy this issue and find something of use. If you are interested in submitting content, be it new or old, it really doesn’t matter so long as it has never been published elsewhere apart from the contributing author’s own blog. If the content meets the criteria set out in our Charter it then goes onto the short-list from which we select individual articles for each issue. Just drop us line. I’ll hand over now to Sidney Roundwood from Roundwood’s World, who takes over as Editor-in-Chief for Issue Four. All the best, PK
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Operation Gericht By Sidney Roundwood from Roundwood’s World http://sidneyroundwood.blogspot.com Hauptmann Erich Mueller’s Roland C.II rattled alarmingly as it navigated through the acrid clouds of black smoke and dust rising from the battlefield below him. He had been flying the new reconnaissance aircraft for only a month. It was tricky to fly, with the lumpen air-frame rolling and barrelling alarmingly through patches of turbulence, but its upward visibility was excellent. From his pilot’s cockpit he could scan the sky over Verdun for signs of French scouts with ease. Only when he looked downwards was there a problem. Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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It was hard to imagine men were fighting over the cratered, burnt, flayed and devastated landscape. It was hard to think of men even existing down there. He could hardly glimpse the French positions in the village of Fleury. His aerial maps were useless. They showed a bucolic French village nestling by a deciduous forest. The valley he saw beneath him when he inclined his right wing, contained a blackened carcass of a shellfire-shattered wood, by the side of a greasy smudge of broken brickwork. This had once been Fleury, he thought for an instant, before his observer signalled that the photos had been taken, and he turned his aircraft slowly, and clumsily, for home.
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At the bottom of the valley leading to the village of Fleury, things looked very different to Leutnant Ulrich von Bek. He was tired of wiping the smoke and acrid chemical gases from high explosive shells from his red-rimmed eyes. If he was honest, he would admit to being exhausted with the battle altogether,



5 



which seemed to get worse every single day. He’d lost count of the toll the Bone Mill on the Meuse had taken of his comrades in the 157th Reserve Infantry Regiment. The furnace of the battlefields of Verdun was nothing like the fighting in the summer of ’14. The battles of the French frontiers had been terrible. But they had been child’s play compared to Verdun. The war he was fighting in the valleys, inclines, hills and forts north of Verdun was impersonal. Alienating. Industrial. Savage. Volume 1 ~ Issue 3 ~ February 2015



#WWI



The screech of German artillery landing about 50 metres in front of his Stosstruppen shook him out of his thoughts. He looked up and nodded to Gefreiter Max Adler, the determined and relentless NCO leading his Flammenwerfer section. It was time to advance. The Fatherland had called him here to this black and broken place. It was now up to men like him to answer. Caporal Yves Deschamp picked his way through the carcass and entrails of the dead forest, struggling through the curious mixture of shell-stripped branches, iron splinters, indeterminate bodies of fallen soldiers and pools of oily water with a scum of grey slick grease on the surface. He tried to hurry past a couple of the pools over which a green film of gas still lingered, discolouring what was left of the vegetation and the corpses scattered around it.
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It was supposed to be simple to find the advanced machine gun position guarding the approach to what was left of the village of Fleury. At least it had been simple on the map which SousLieutenant Gaston Monet had thrust into his hand in what passed for the battalion headquarters in the remains of the village cordwainer’s house. He spotted a hollow-eyed, grey faced Poilu before him, crouched, guarding in the shelter of a savagely decapitated oak tree. “It’s a bad one, this spot?” Deschamps asked. “Yes mate, it’s the worst.” “Where are the Boches?” “They’re in front of you, mate. Now it’s up to you”.
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Uncle Max’s house was always so cold. In winter, when the river outside his small flat off the Aleksanderstrasse was running glossy with slush and ice, he never wanted to light the fire in his grate. It could be sharp with dead cold on Aleksanderstrasse, the ground outside could be iron hard with frost, and ice might even be forming on windows of his flat, but Uncle Max never seemed to feel the cold. Or at least he would never want to light a fire. I suppose, old soldiers from the Great War like Uncle Max were just tough. VerdunKämpfer – a breed apart from the old Germany, before Weimar. Before the Fall. I sometimes wondered if something terrible had happened at Verdun to Uncle Max. Something he had seen, or remembered. Or possibly, something he had wanted to forget. I wondered if his experiences had involved fire in any way. I’d noticed that he always wore his sleeves long on his left Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 



hand, and I was sure I’d seen a burn scar on his left wrist once. But I might have been mistaken. Either way, I never asked him about the War. Some memories are best left to those who were there.
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So there you have some images from a very fine days gaming at Partizan in the Park, staged in June 2014 in the UK! It’s tricky to umpire a game and then trying to create any sort of narrative from the rush of cards, dice rolling and questions which flash past you! So I’ve not even tried. All of the above moments relate to the action on the table in one We played two terrific way or another. games (the second The conversation between culminating in the Caporal Deschamps and terrifying flammenwerfer the Poilu are authentic and attack by Gefreiter Max are taken from an anecdote Adler’s Stoss detachment of Jean Meigneau of the unstaged, but timed with 174e Infantry, quoted great precision), with an in Lieutenant Jacques absolutely great group Pericaud’s “Verdun” (1917) of players both times. at page 378. I sanitised some of the original language for the blog!



Huge thanks to all of the participants, including Ian, Craig and the two teams who played in the afternoon (and all of you whose names I’ve forgotten – sorry!). Thanks also to everyone who stopped by to say hello – it was great to meet you all.



I completely failed to tweet (@RoundwoodsWorld) any of the action as it was happening, mainly through been busy talking to players and passersby, and also because the Partizan Big Top was steelframed and seemed to block out all radio signals to my iPhone! Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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Highlight of the day was having the chance to say a big thank you to Dave Andrews and Aly Morrison, who both stopped over late in the day. I have long wanted to say “thank you” to them both for creating such a wonderful range of figures for the Great War, which have provided so many hours of fun painting and gaming. I finally got my chance – thank you both again Aly and Dave!



The next stop for Operation Gericht was at Evesham on the 14th June. This produced two other terrifically close games. I’ll be posting the Operation Gericht scenario, and more on the game background, on my blog in early 2015.



Read more about Sidney’s amazing Operation Gericht project on his blog: http://sidneyroundwood.blogspot.com.au/search?q=gericht Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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CLASSIC WAR GAMES BOOKS collecting books about battles and manoeuvres with model soldiers By Michael “Millsy” Mills from Canister & Grape ~ http://canisterandgrape.blogspot.com.au Over the past ten years or so I’ve been slowly extending my collection of “classic” wargames books. These are books written by the “founding fathers” of the wargames movement and include such revered authors as Brigadier Peter Young, Donald Featherstone, Charles Grant (father and son), Stuart Asquith and Bruce Quarrie to name but a few. These gents boldly went where no man had gone before and dreamed up a lot of what we take for granted nowadays both in terms of game mechanics and also ways of transferring those concepts to the table top. Many of the original editions of these early wargaming books are increasingly hard to find, potentially quite expensive, and in less than perfect condition due to age and use. You take a bit of a risk buying these books, and you have to be willing to end up with something you’re terrified to open in case it falls apart in your hands. Despite all that I still find these books captivating in so many ways and I find myself constantly wanting to expand my collection. It’s worth mentioning at this point John Curry’s ongoing History of Wargaming Project. John is republishing many of the books I’m talking about with the aim of not only preserving them, but also making them available (and in some cases simply even known about) by today’s wargaming community.
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In John’s own words, the project aims “to make the biggest collection of wargaming books available to the modern reader. Some are classics from the history of wargaming; others are new books, with original material”. Back on topic, there has been a plethora of material published since these early books appeared, much of it with better (yes even colour!) images and production quality, enormous depth of content and covering a vastly wider range of topics and periods. From a production and content point of view it is hard not to argue these newer works are better products.



This was a “glorious new age”, an “age of exploration” if you like and that alone makes them interesting from my perspective. Many gamers are history buffs as well, and these books are part of the “history of recreating history”, if you know what I mean. In these early books, wargamers are referred to variously as “chaps”, “fellows” or “gents”, not as “noobs” or “lamers”.



So why are these early books so fascinating to me by comparison? I’ve thought long and hard about what they mean to me personally and the answer is this; the books themselves as a physical object are not that significant, but what they contain and what they represent certainly is. The language, concepts and themes in these books reflect the time when they were written.
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The authors never considered the idea of “uber lists”, “min-maxing”, “power gaming” or my own personal favourite “codex creep”. Instead they talked of fair play, club nights with fellow gamers and sharing their hobby by any means possible. Their concepts and ideas were presented without a sense of absolutism, and usually with a good dash of enthusiasm and even a little theatre. Some of this style remains today, but much of it has been lost. Having said that, as I update this from my original blog post I find that a good dose of the same attitude to gaming can be found in the modern blogging community. In fact, that sense of sharing and enthusiasm spawned the very publication you are reading right now. In contrast to those early authors mentioned above, many of today’s authors strive for accurate representation of myriad weapon systems and situations (even in



sci-fi games!), create increasingly complex turn sequences and invent endless new mechanics to solve problems that were put to bed decades ago. They often do so at the expense of basics like simply having fun. Are we really gaming when so many of the tenets of what makes something a game seem to be missing? I’m willing to bet Don Featherstone never described a victory as “smashing his opponent’s face in” and Charles Grant never got marked down on a comp score for playing with unpainted miniatures. For starters, he probably jolly well made the miniatures himself. And if Brigadier Peter Young ever even considered the meta-game, it would almost certainly not have been with the intent of using it to his advantage. I’m not suggesting that modern authors encourage this kind of thing themselves, only that the gaming community has this



useful links



It’s probably best I wrap this up about now, lest I find myself (perhaps rightly) consigned to the category of grognard or worse. Those curious as to what I’ve got on my shelf can rummage about in my wargaming LibraryThing. If you’ve never picked up and read a copy of Featherstone’s War Games, Grant’s Battle! Practical Wargaming, or any of the others listed on my LibraryThing, I encourage you to do so. You might well rediscover something of the spirit of fair play and simple enjoyment of the game, aspects of the hobby we may have lost along the way as wargaming evolved into “WarGaming™”!



my personal top ten



Lone Warriors Solo Gaming Association Book Reviews A Bit of Wargaming History by Rudi Geudens Old School Authors by Henry Hyde Timeline of the Historical Miniatures Wargaming Hobby



list of authors Here’s a list of authors of classic wargames books I’ve been compiling. It is by no means comprehensive but does cover all the authors who published well known or significant works (as far as I am aware). Stuart Asquith Phil Barker Tony Bath Donald F. Featherstone Charles Grant Charles S. Grant Paddy Griffith George Gush Paul Hague George W. Jeffrey James P. Lawford



element within it now. Modern authors, being more preoccupied with the rules themselves and producing high quality product, have less opportunity to dissuade this attitude.



Joseph Morschauser David Nash Bruce Quarrie John Sandars Arthur Taylor John Tunstill H. G. Wells Charles F. Wesencraft Terence Wise Peter Young
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On a side note I was asked just recently what my top ten wargaming books would be. This kind of question can only ever illicit a very personal response and one which not everyone will agree with. My list is by nature rather old school and for that I make no apology! For what it’s worth, here is my list (in no particular order)…



Wargames by Donald F. Featherstone Advanced War Games by Donald F. Featherstone The War Game by Charles Grant Wargame Tactics by Charles Grant The Ancient War Game by Charles Grant Charge! or How to Play War Games by Peter Young Setting up a Wargames Campaign by Tony Bath Little Wars by H. G. Wells How to Play War Games in Miniature by Joseph Morchauser Napoleon’s Campaigns in Miniature by Bruce Quarrie
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Wargaming the Age of Sail via the Internet By Clint “Paint Monkey” Burnett from Anything But a One ~ http://clint-anythingbutaone.blogspot.com



It all started when Ray (the Badger) Rousell was telling me that he’d played very few games that year and I thought I could rectify that. So in a rush I set up a game to be played via my blog. So using some 1/2400 scale ships from “Tumbling Dice” and some sea boards I had made for a show, I set about constructing a game.



The Scenario and Starting Up



I contacted a few other bloggers whom I trusted and also put the call out on my blog to attract some more. I was hoping for 8 but ended with 13 players eager to take part and try this experiment out.



I knew that most wargamers when given a simple objective will try their utmost to do their own thing. It really is like herding cats! So I was not at all worried about all the players acting independently. From my point of view that is why it is best to give each player some form of independent command. In this case a Captain of a ship but I can see it working equally well with any type of command where the player is in sole charge of their unit or units and only nominally under orders from some other player.



I can and do claim it was an experiment as while I know other people have played games by blog before (and I am sure they will in the future), it was the first I had tried. So for me it really was going in with my eyes shut but using a blog. Here are my thoughts on the process.
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I set a simple scenario. There had been a storm which had scattered the British fleet that was blockading the port. The idea being that the Spanish would attempt to escape the board and the British would attempt to stop them.
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If you really want players to act in co-ordinated unison I would suggest that you limit the players to one on each side as that is really the only way they will all follow orders!



Rules



I would recommend using a set of rules that you are familiar with as the first consideration is to select a rule set to play by. The reason is pretty obvious in that if you are not confident with the rules then it will make everything much harder. You need not know them inside out and upside down but you do need to have played them several times. I would suggest at least a dozen times just so that you will know the most common problems that you will encounter. Players will always think up more for you, so be ready for that. I would also advise that you select a simple set. You will need to be able to explain them to all the players and be able to deal with situations where the players will go “Off Menu” and start doing their own thing. It will happen, I can almost promise you that. Additionally by using a simple set of rules it will help to keep the game fair and consistent in that they will be easy for all to understand.



For these reasons I selected “Blood Bilge and Iron Balls” By Alan Abbey and published by Pen and Sword. I am very lucky to know Alan and I knew if there was ever a rules query I could get on the phone to him and he would sort my quandary out. I did not need to but it was nice to know that I could have support if I needed it. As mentioned above I also wanted a game where every person could (and should) act independently of a higher command. Naval warfare seemed to offer that possibility. As each player would be a commander of a single ship a fleet action could be fashioned. However, as the flagship of the fleet was only marginally better than the other ships of the line, it would not dominate play. The game featured two flagships mounting 74 guns, while most other players had 64 gunners and the last few to join only frigates. Never underestimate the frigates! Well that was the plan.



I find commercial sets of rules best for this as it allows players, if they choose, to purchase them if they cannot acquire them any other way. Commercial sets do tend to be play tested far more than homebrew sets which lead to a more balanced game and any rules quirks have been highlighted in reviews. It will also help to keep the game fair and consistent as everything should be written down and assessable before play starts, at least as far as the rules are concerned.



Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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Turn Frequency



Needless to say this depends on a number of factors. Firstly, this does depend on how much time you have available. If you do not have the time to commit at regular intervals the play by blog method may not be for you as a referee. Players need to commit less time and can generally manage a turn in a few minutes while the referee may take several hours. The result of this phenomenon is that players will tend to get back to the referee quite quickly. Generally speaking the faster a player gets back to the organiser, the more the referee will believe that the player is truly interested. Which means to keep a player interested in the game one dare not leave the time between turns for too long? This being the case I would suggest once a week as being the optimal turn frequency. Any longer and players will start to lose interest and any faster and you run the risk of referee burn out.



Rules Changes



For many sets of rules, a few changes would need to be made. Indeed were I to run a game of Blood Bilge and Iron Balls on a blog again I would make a few tweaks to suit the play method as well. One of the peculiarities of the rules I chose was a card driven turn sequence.



Burnout can also occur if the game goes on too long. The last one I played lasted 6 months which resulted in a games board being set up for the whole duration and expending every Saturday morning working a turn out. After this time I really did need a rest. Therefore I would set limited objectives but know in your heart players will never follow your script! Or risk the wrath of the dreaded SWMBO if the games goes on too long!



While it worked well on the table top when played from a distance I felt it gave the captains of each ship to little control. This is one thing I feel might need to change. Should I run this particular set of rules on a blog again I might well swap to a more conventional “you-go-I-go” method. But most importantly I would want feedback from those that took part before I did make any changes. Simply put, a referee’s perspective may very well be different to a players. In an ideal set of rules for a play by blog game, any game interruptions in the rules need to be carried out with great care. Things like opportunity fire for example, really would need to be treated with great caution. So while it is important to keep rules changes to a minimum so that all players might know what to expect, certain changes are required as no set of rules has so far been written with the play by blog format taken into account. But if the idea takes off maybe in the future they will.
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About the images... The images that appear throughout Clint’s article are taken directly from his blog over the course of the battle. They show various actions and reflect the complexity of both naval combat in the period and also reproducing the same on the table top.
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Summing Up



Past Issues of WBQ...



Well for me it was a lot of work. Enjoyable work but time and effort just the same. The real joy was the feedback from the players, one or more of which would thank me each turn. That’s how I knew I was doing OK! It did not always go my own way, nor did it go any players’ way entirely. I did make a couple of mistakes but I admitted when I did and players forgave me those mistakes saying that they were surprised there were not more (cheeky blighters!) We all want to play games and have fun and PBB (Play by Blog) is a useful way of playing a game with people from all over the world and for getting remotely placed players involved in wargames. Before you ask, YES! I will put another one on as I have only been encouraged to do so. Many of the first thirteen have already said they want to be involved no matter what I decide to play next time. I am already planning it in my head and come July 2015 I intend to start. While there are many choices for games all of which have merits, but I will keep it historical again and with luck have you involved.



Volume One ~ Issue One • Bloody Cremona!



• Trouble Brewing in “Serenity City” • Whitechapel 1888 • Lledo “Days Gone Bye” Horse Drawn Carriages • Inside the Mind of Loki ~ Vallejo Model Colour & Triads • Iron Mitten Plays “Spot the Royalist” • Official Charter of the Wargame Bloggers Quarterly Download Issue One: http://goo.gl/kJLtNJ



Volume One ~ Issue Two



• A Wargamer’s Attraction to the Sudan • One King, Two Lives • Poulet Marengo: The Dish Named After Napoleon’s Victory • Ngā pakanga o Aotearoa: The Colonial New Zealand Wars • Iron Mitten Presents “The Shield Painter” • Cricket in VBCW at Partizan in the Park



Header Image Credit “Trafalgar mg 9431” by Louis-Philippe Crépin - Own work. Med (2007-10-21). Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Trafalgar_ mg_9431.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Trafalgar_mg_9431.jpg
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• Durin’s Causeway • Serenity City Part II ~ Let there be Light! Download Issue Two: http://goo.gl/X0wdsk
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By Iron Mitten - http://iron-mitten.blogspot.com



Submissions to Wargame Bloggers Quarterly



Would you like to see your work appear in a future issue of Wargame Bloggers Quarterly? We’re always looking for new authors and content for future issues. Alternatively, you might know of someone else who has something you think worthy of appearing here. We’re always open to suggestions! Before contacting us you should download and read both our Charter and our detailed Submission Guidelines. They cover important issues like copyright and how to submit. Once you’ve read them and understand what’s involved you’re ready to talk to us! Our Editorial Panel reviews all submissions and chooses which items go into each issue under the direction of the Issue Editor-in-Chief. We try to ensure each issue contains a variety of articles covering different periods and all aspects of the wargaming and miniature painting hobby. If you’d like to submit your content for a future issue please email the Editor-in-Chief at [email protected] We’d love to hear from you!



The WBQ Team Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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Doin’ Faces



A Tutorial



By Mark Hargreaves from Over Open Sights ~ http://over-open-sights.blogspot.co.uk



In response to the question “How do you paint faces?”, here is a very brief run through how I do it...



Step 1 - Preparation



Step 1



Figure prepped and undercoated.



Step 2 - Base Coat The whole face is given a coat of the darkest tone (in this case Foundry Expert Flesh A). The lower lip is given a quick flick of a deep pinkish colour. Eyes are simple: a very narrow light grey line in the eye region with two simple black dots for pupils. I like my figures to be looking slightly left or right as this lessens the chance of painting figures with a squint! I’ve also painted a very narrow white line beneath the moustache... a hint of teeth!



Step 2



Step 3 - First Highlight The nose, chin and cheeks are painted with the next tone (Foundry Expert Flesh B). I only paint the front of the face to the top of the cheekbones. This leaves the eyes surrounded by a darker shade. As this figure is wearing headgear pulled down over the ridge of the eyebrows, I don’t paint them in. If you can clearly see the ridge of the eyebrows, give each one a flick of paint starting nearest the nose and moving outwards. The edges of the ears also get a flick of this shade.



Step 3



Step 4 - Second Highlight Now the next shade (Foundry Expert Flesh C). The front of the nose gets a flick of this and a spot on the side of each nostril. The top of each ear and earlobe likewise. The chin, the jawline and the very front of the face picking, out the highlight on the top of the cheekbones especially.



Step 5 - Final Highlight Step 4



Cheekbones, the front of the nose and nostrils, end of the chin, and top of ears and earlobes get a touch of the next shade up (Foundry Expert Flesh D) and then this is repeated with a little of the lightest tone on this face (Foundry Expert Flesh E). There is one more lighter shade in the Foundry Expert Flesh set, but I find that miniatures this size look a bit ill if it is used! Finally, moustache and hair are painted and highlighted.



What’s the Secret? The key is not to go overboard with the lighter shades. Allow the darker shades to show close to the nose, under the chin and jawline, and in the recesses of the eye and ears. As with anything, it takes time and repeated practise to get right... especially the eyes! Eyebrow ridges on figures are great because they can give a face real character. Painting faces is part of the process that, for me, is continually changing. My paint palette contains over twenty shades of flesh tone, not including those for African and Asian faces! I enjoy painting faces... it is the face that gives a miniature life!



Step 5



View Mark’s original article here: http://over-open-sights.blogspot.co.uk/p/doin-faces-short-tutorial.html Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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Basing Napoleonics By Paul Alba from Napoleonics in Miniature ~ http://napoleonicsinminiature.blogspot.co.uk This is how my Silesian Kurassiers looked after I added the flag and finished highlighting them. They are mounted on 36mm by 30mm laser cut bases from WarBases in Dunfermline. Laser cut bases are the best I have found for basing our Naps and are a huge step forward from our original hand cut and regular machine cut bases.



I apply PVA white glue neat to the base and then dip the base in a box of gravel I prepared. It’s made up of golf bunker sand and a heavier grade of grit from a railway modelling shop.



The troops still look pretty glossy from the Army Painter coat at this point. I attached the figures with super glue and they are now ready for the ground work.



I shake off the excess grit and move onto the next base giving each base a few minutes to dry a little. Next I use a modelling tool to clean the grit away from the figures. Now the PVA glue is dry and the bases are ready for the most important stage. Also by this stage I have coated the bottom of each base with an acrylic oak varnish and attached magnets to prevent movement in their storage trays.
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The diluted PVA needs to be really thin like the consistency of milk to flow around the grit.



The whole process takes roughly 20 to 25 minutes and then I leave then to dry overnight.



I now dilute the PVA glue and give each base a full coat. The great thing with the diluted PVA is that when it dries it contracted and disappears leaving a nice coat over the grit and doesn’t harm the figures. I feel this stage is really important as when it comes to painting the base the sand/grit stays in place and when the basing is finished there won’t be any bits falling off.
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I then apply a coat of Citadel graveyard earth trying to avoid getting paint on the figures. Any earth brown will do; graveyard earth is just the one we’ve been using for years.
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I then give the grit a soft dry brush with bleached bone, again trying to avoid getting paint on the figures. Once you’re finished have a look for any areas you may need to tidy up. I then varnish the figures with Revell enamel matt varnish no.2 (not Humbrol as it is unpredictable and can cause frosting). The finishing touch is to paint the edges of the bases with an oak varnish (any coloured varnish will do).



The fairy liquid bottle is a trick I picked up from some modelling buddies that really helps the grass to stand up on the base.



Before the PVA glue is totally dry I clean round the hooves of the figures with my modelling tool and make sure that the grass is away from the edge of the bases.



Once the edges are totally dry I apply PVA neat in selected areas around the base and then shoot static grass summer mix at the base from an old plastic fairy liquid bottle (this is a perfect match for GW battle mat!). I then move onto the next base and when that’s done I tap off the excess grass from the previous base into the plastic tub and so on.



And that’s them all finished!



Visit Paul’s Blog for more photos of his wonderful Napoleonics: http://napoleonicsinminiature.blogspot.co.uk
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Guess What ???



mm is NOT a Scale !!!



By Nigel Higgins from View From the Duckpond ~ http://nigelh-viewfromtheduckpond.blogspot.co.uk



Seriously, its not, and I am being perfectly honest here. 28mm. This is 28 millimetres, or 2.8 centimetres; odd as it may seem, this is a measurement depicted in the decimal, where 10 millimetres make up one centimetre and 100 centimetres equals one metre. Scale you see, is normally depicted as a percentage or a fraction, where you reduce the original down by the percentage, or fraction, to give you a scale. So where you see 1/72nd as a scale, what this tells you is 1 scale inch = 72 real inches. If its depicted as 50%, then it’s the original size divided by two.



So in reality 28mm figures to the eye, or more like 30mm tall to the tops of their shiny little heads. Unless of course, you have a sculpt by Mr Hicks (below right) then you do have 28mm, top of the head. The other chap (below left) is from Fenris, and he shows the 28mm to the eye quite well. Now let’s confuse the issue, because you can also get “Heroic Scale” figures. What does this mean?



Well, it seems that heroic means taller than 28mm, perhaps up to 32mm, (TOTH) and muscular, in a body building, big kinda way. So lets now go completely mental and look at scales, because my biggest bugbear, and it’s the scale modeller in me that makes me this way, is the fact that, no-one has a clue what they are talking about when it comes to what scale works with 28mm, 30mm, 32mm Heroic, normal or whatever figures!!!!



Now let’s get picky, because picky is the theme for 2015 (Happy New Year BTW). Gaming figures 28mm to the eye!!!! To the what? Oh yes, to the eye, because that’s the way we measure the height of a person. Hmmmmmmm not when I was measured at the hospital last year. They seemed to think that height meant measuring me from the soles of my feet to the top of my head, they even had this natty gadget to do that!! (I’m 5ft 11in).
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It’s 1/56th, no it’s 1/48th, no you are all wrong it’s O Gauge, no its 28mm scale. Arrrrrrrrrrgggggggggghhhhhhhhh! Let’s go here... http://scalecalculator.appspot.com



It’s a thingamabob that calculates scales, ohhhhh how handy. So we chuck in 72 inches, that’s 6 feet in real life and the scale comes out at 1/65th for a 28mm height. So let’s try 1/56th scale. Hmmmmm, 32.6mm...
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Now I have a very handy bit of desk top kit, a cutting mat that has scale measurement rulers printed on it and one of these just happens to be 1/48th, the scale that a lot of gamers tell me is the right one for 28mm figures.



Ahhhhhhhh, now we can cure this problem, because we can use...........A SLOTTABASE. No NO NO NO NO NO, I don’t care how often people tell me this is the right approach. Bunging figures on a slottabase then standing them next to a comparable vehicle, with no base at all, proves nothing apart from the fact that you are stupid. Look at this picture, the slottabase



adds a scale 6 inches to the figure’s height and he creeps to just over 5 feet. Now how often do you go standing on a 6 inch block of wood to compare your height to a vehicle? Strange as it sounds, you tend to be standing on the ground unless of course you are into wearing stiletto heels. So let’s recap, 28mm is not a scale. It’s also not an accurate indicator of figure height if used in conjunction with the phrase “to the eye”. 1/56th is not the right scale, and neither is 1/48th. If you apply an element of scale modelling common sense, then the correct scale is 1/61 (see below). Of course, all of this is academic, as the gaming figures we use are not in scale. In fact the only thing we can use to calculate the scale is the quoted figure height, converted to the relevant scale. Figures are varying in scale, from heads, to hands, to heft, to height; there is nothing consistent about them at all.



Oh look, my 28mm (TOTH) measures out at a tad under 5ft scale height, using the 1/48th ruler. Bit of a shrimp then.



So after all of this ranting, what is the conclusion? IF IT LOOKS RIGHT, USE IT. Dear god, no wonder us plasticard scale-model butchers despair!



Now, let’s use an Airfix 1/48th scale figure as comparison. He’s a nice 6 feet scale height and a fair bit taller than his little mate.
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A British Sergeant from the Royal Armoured Crops, serving in France in 1939 with an Armoured Car unit. He is wearing Service Dress which was in the process of being replaced by Battledress, but even at the time of Dunkirk a large number of units were still in SDs. He is also wearing Pattern 08 pistol webbing, as the webbing was also still being replaced with Pattern 37 webbing. By Pete ‘PK’ Barfield
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